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Abstract
Integrated assessment models (IAMs) are computer-based instruments used to assess the implications of human activity on the human and earth system. They are simultaneously also used to explore possible response strategies to climate change. As IAMs operate simplified representations of real-world processes within their model structures, they have been frequently criticised to insufficiently represent the opportunities and challenges in future energy systems over time. To test whether projections by IAMs diverge in systematic ways from projections made by technology experts we elicited expert opinion on prospective change for two indicators and compared these with the outcomes of IAM studies. We specifically focused on five (energy) technology families (solar, wind, biomass, nuclear, and carbon capture and storage or CCS) and compared the considered implications of the presence or absence of climate policy on the growth and diffusion of these technologies over the short (2030) to medium (2050) term. IAMs and experts were found to be in relatively high agreement on system change in a business-as-usual scenario, albeit with significant differences in the estimated magnitude of technology deployment over time. Under stringent climate policy assumptions, such as the internationally agreed upon objective to limit global mean temperature increase to no more than 2 °C, we found that the differences in estimated magnitudes became smaller for some technologies and larger for others. Compared to experts, IAM simulations projected a greater reliance on nuclear power and CCS to meet a 2 °C climate target. In contrast, experts projected a stronger growth in renewable energy technologies, particularly solar power. We close by discussing several factors that are considered influential to the alignment of the IAM and expert perspectives in this study.
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1 Introduction
Integrated assessment models (IAMs) are computer-based instruments used to assess the implications of human activity on the human and earth system. They are simultaneously also used to explore possible response strategies to climate change. Scenarios generated by these models inform policy makers on elements such as the timing of greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions, required changes in technological infrastructure, and the potential contribution of different world regions to limiting global temperature increase (e.g. Calvin et al., 2012; Kriegler et al., 2013; Riahi et al., 2015; Tavoni et al., 2015; Weyant and Kriegler, 2014). In the past these scenarios have proven to play an important role in informing society about the effects of future climate and energy policies. For example, the assessment reports by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), reviewing
model-based scenario literature on global systems change, have helped inform negotiators and heads of state in articulating long-term ambitions in line with the internationally agreed upon objective to limit global mean temperature increase to no more than 2 °C. To illustrate, the IPCC’s fourth Assessment Report (AR4) has provided the underpinning of the European Union’s ambition to reduce GHG emissions by 80%–95% in 2050 compared to 1990 levels (Council of the European Union, 2009; Gupta et al., 2007). Similarly, the IPCC’s fifth Assessment Report (AR5) has supported the communicated ambition of the G7 during the Paris Agreement to reduce global GHG emissions by 40%–70% in 2050 compared to 2010 levels (G7, 2015; UN, 2015). Due to this rising importance of model-based scenarios in climate change mitigation policy and strategy, interest has sharpened on the evaluation of IAMs and their depictions of achievable technological growth under stringent climate mitigation assumptions (Anderson, 2015; Anderson and Peters, 2016; Fuss et al., 2014).

Literature evaluating the ability of IAMs (and related models) to capture future energy system change has emphasised the difficulty of using formal model validation methods (Schwanitz, 2013). One reason is that IAMs are designed to capture long-run dynamics of aggregated human activity and not the dynamics of more incidental or volatile processes. This means that comparing IAM projections to recent observations has limited relevance for model evaluation (van Vuuren et al., 2010). Instead, other methods have been designed to evaluate the projected patterns in IAMs, including (1) inter-model comparisons, to identify dominant or robust patterns across multiple IAMs (e.g. Kriegler et al., 2015; Riahi et al., 2015; Tavoni et al., 2015), (2) comparative analysis with long-run observational datasets, to assess whether depicted trends on the speed of technological diffusion and scalability of technologies are consistent with historical evidence (e.g. Kramer and Haigh, 2009; van der Zwaan et al., 2013; van Sluisveld et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2012) and (3) retrospective analysis, to test whether modelled system behaviour can approximate the observed historical developments of its real-world counterpart (e.g. Fujimori et al., 2016; Metayer et al., 2015; Trutnevye et al., 2016; van Vuuren and O’Neill, 2006). Although such studies provide useful insights on the performance of IAMs, they remain focused on past insights and take little note of current or prospective innovation processes and development. Hence, comparative methods that rely on historical data and trends assume continuity of the past and may therefore be less meaningful in situations where trends are changing (National Research Council, 2010).

Several strands of literature have applied alternative methods to provide insights on future developments (Wilson et al., 2017). Systematically consulting specialists in a field of expertise is one example. Experts are assumed to have the ability to interpret the wealth of (tacit) information on current societal and technological trends and consider their implications for the future. Collecting this knowledge through expert elicitation has the advantage of gauging uncertainties beyond current conditions (Bošetti et al., 2016). For example, various expert elicitations have assessed changes in the costs of electricity generation under various descriptive scenarios on RD&D funding. Examples include elicitations on the future costs of biomass energy (Fiorese et al., 2014), solar PV (Bošetti et al., 2012; Curtright et al., 2008), nuclear energy (Anadón et al., 2012; Baker et al., 2008) and carbon capture and storage (CCS) (Baker et al., 2009; Chan et al., 2011; Nemeth et al., 2013; Rao et al., 2006). However, experts are known to be susceptible to cognitive biases (Marquard and Robinson, 2008), affecting the transparency, accuracy and defensibility of their judgements. Moreover, expert judgements are usually limited to a single object of interest and their projections do not stretch out over very long time scales. Given these limitations, expert elicitation may only provide limited guidance on counterfactual developments that remain aligned with the 2 °C objective over time.

In this study we present a comparative analysis of two different analytical methods that are both used to assess future change. We focus particularly on quantitative projections provided by IAMs and quantitative estimates elicited from experts. To our knowledge, expert elicitations have rarely focused on technology deployment, nor have they been directly compared to IAM outcomes. The few expert elicitation studies on growth and diffusion of energy technologies have predominantly focused on
driving forces and evaluation criteria (see e.g. Napp et al., 2015; Vaughan and Gough, 2016). As these studies have mostly remained on a qualitative level, they cannot directly be compared to IAM output. We therefore confront existing IAM data with expert projections acquired through a new expert elicitation process. Given how the decarbonisation of the power sector is the principal near and medium-term response strategy in IAMs (Clarke et al., 2014), we are specifically interested in comparing projections for this sector. We focus on the five main families of electricity-supply technologies that contribute the most to decarbonisation in (IAM) projections, which are solar PV, wind, nuclear, biomass, and thermal plants with and without carbon removal technologies (CCS). In the next section we will first elaborate on the selection process for experts and scenarios and describe the applied methodology. Section 3 presents the results of the expert elicitation and the IAM scenarios. Section 4 discusses the factors that are considered to impose influence on the alignment of the IAM and expert perspectives and Section 5 summarises and concludes.

2 Methodology

2.1 Models and scenarios

To study future change from an IAM perspective we use the outcomes of a multi-model inter-comparison study (MIP), which allow us to sample the results of multiple high resolution IAMs that have run under harmonised settings. The benefit of using high resolution IAMs is that they typically represent relevant interactions and feedbacks that can be used to assess the implications of human activity on the system (as opposed to the more highly aggregated IAMs used for cost-benefit analyses) (Edmonds et al., 2012). In this study we specifically focus on an ensemble of high resolution IAMs that have participated in the LIMITS project, a multi-model inter-comparison project aimed at assessing policies and timescales consistent with limiting global mean temperature increase to 2 °C within the 21st century (Kriegler et al., 2013).

2.1.1 Selection of integrated assessment models

The ensemble of models included for study encompasses a set of high resolution IAMs that are widely used to assess systemic change over time and under various pressures, contributing over half the scenarios in the IPCC’s AR5 Scenario Database (IPCC, 2014; Krey et al., 2014b). Next to having contributed to the previous large-scale IPCC assessment reports, they also play a central role in the forthcoming scenario framework which is to be used in future assessment reports (also referred to as SSPs and RCPs, see e.g. Moss et al., 2010; O’Neill et al., 2014 and the Supplementary information for details). As such, the results produced by the models in our ensemble can be considered representative in the field of IAM studies.

The IAMs in this study provide a wide range of possible transition pathways over time and towards the 2 °C objective (see Figure A1 in the Supplementary information). This breadth in outcome is a result of methodological and structural differences between these IAMs, which can be expressed in terms of variation in the coverage of the economy, the degree of foresight, the level of detail in spatial, sectoral and technological resolution, and assumptions or constraints on the speed of technology diffusion (see Table 1) (Kriegler et al., 2015). By combining diverse models in an inter-comparison study, we can assess the robustness of projected long-term developments within a range of embedded structural uncertainty (Wilson et al., 2017). In this study it is therefore more of interest to focus on the collective pattern observed across these IAMs than the individual model responses. To prevent a selective draw of model outcomes, we tested whether the patterns of the current subset of IAM models and scenarios deviate significantly from the full set of result as found in the IPCC’s AR5 Scenario Database (IPCC, 2014). We found that the IAM models and scenarios in Table 1 broadly represent the middle of the road in all IPCC’s AR5 result (see Annex A in Supplementary information).
To maintain narrative simplicity, this scenario assumes an immediate and universal implementation of a global carbon tax to induce the deployment of low-carbon technologies in a most cost-effective manner while ignoring the normative (fair) distribution of efforts. The carbon tax increases the price of energy carriers with a carbon content, creating a price preference order in favour of low-carbon or carbon-removal alternatives over unabated fossil-fuel technologies. These additional costs add to the system change drivers already included in the business-as-usual scenario. In general the 2 Degrees scenario leads to an immediate move away from fossil-fuel dependent technologies and towards a diverse blend of decarbonisation options, such as (1) renewable (non-combustible) power supply; (2) deployment of carbon removal technologies (such as carbon capture and storage, CCS); and (3) energy efficiency improvements.
2.2 Expert elicitation

To collect expert projections along similar assumptions about future climate policy as adopted by IAMs, we employed the lower bound of the CO$_2$ emission reduction range as reported in the IPCC’s 4$^{th}$ Assessment Report (50%–85% by 2050 compared to 2000 levels) (IPCC, 2007) as an indication of needed transformative change. We used the value of the 4$^{th}$ Assessment Report (2007) as the 5$^{th}$ Assessment Report (2014) had not been published yet at the time. As both ranges are considered broadly comparable (Van Vuuren et al., 2015), it is assumed that this does not impose influence to the end result of this study. No other assumptions on future change were provided to the expert to prevent the narrowing of the experts’ focus. In the following section we outline our elicitation protocol in more detail.

2.2.1 Expert selection

To gain an alternative perspective on future change, we selected technology experts with a comprehensive view of all the various factors that may stimulate or inhibit the development of a specific technology (both technical aspects, as well as whole energy system dynamics). To identify relevant participants, we drew on the lead authors of technology-focused chapters of key assessment and synthesis products such as the IPCC’s 4$^{th}$ Assessment Report (Sims et al., 2007), the Global Energy Assessment (GEA, 2012), the IPCC’s Special Report of Renewable Energy Sources and Climate Change Mitigation (Edenhofer et al., 2011) and the Global Status Report (REN21, 2014). We thus extended earlier selection procedures that identified relevant expertise. Each expert was contacted via email, explained the project aim and invited to take part in the elicitation. To boost sample sizes, participating experts were also requested to propose alternative or additional participants following a snowball sampling technique. This network approach proved particularly useful for identifying bioenergy and nuclear experts in our study.

A total of 39 experts took part in our elicitation (33% of the 117 experts contacted), including representatives of universities or research institutes (51%), member-based organisations dedicated to a specific technology (21%), governmental agencies (15%), private sector (8%) and intergovernmental organisations (5%) (see Table 2 and Annex B in the Supplementary materials). Overall, the participating experts formed a diverse group covering both theoretical and practical knowledge. Per energy supply technology individually, the samples vary in size (see Table 2). Although no rule exists on how many experts are needed in an expert elicitation, five to six specialists are considered to be a lower bound for representing most of the expertise and breadth of opinion, provided that the experts have a broad understanding of the problem (Keeney and von Winterfeldt, 1991; Morgan, 2014). If we compare our sample of experts to other elicitations on future system change (see Bosetti et al., 2016 for an overview), we find that the number of experts sampled in this elicitation are in the range of comparable expert elicitation although near the lower bound for each technology individually.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Wind</th>
<th>Solar</th>
<th>Nuclear</th>
<th>Biomass</th>
<th>CCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of experts contacted</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responses</td>
<td>7 (29%)</td>
<td>7 (37%)</td>
<td>6 (38%)</td>
<td>12 (36%)</td>
<td>7 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academia / research institutes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governmental agency</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intergovernmental organisation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member-based organisations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 2.2.2 Elicitation method

In the elicitation, we used both direct and indirect elicitation methods (O’Hagan et al., 2006) to identify and limit possible cognitive biases. Recognised biases in expert elicitations are (1) motivational biases (due to personal interests or other context-related factors), (2) accessibility biases (relating to information first coming to mind), (3) anchoring and adjustment biases (not being able to adjust above or below a benchmark or reference point), and (4) overconfidence bias (as a result of reinforcing evidence found in newly available information) (Martin et al., 2012).

The first two types of bias may be limited via the framing of questions. In order to expose motivational bias, the survey started with a question in which experts were asked to rank the contribution of their technology to total electricity supply within a subset of eight technology families under varying future pathways for 2050. This question functioned as a self-assessment, providing insights on potential biases within a particular group of technology experts compared to the group as a whole. To reduce accessibility biases, we selected and pre-tested metrics based on literature (van der Zwaan et al., 2013; van Sluisveld et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2012) to ensure their familiarity to both the IAM community and the technology experts. The selected metrics, covering both technology stock and growth over different timescales, are shown in Table 3.

Anchoring and overconfidence biases are harder to overcome given the unfamiliar nature of long-term future development. In order to test the consistency of experts throughout the elicitation protocol, several methods were used. First, to limit overconfidence and anchoring (Morgan, 2014), we asked experts to provide lower limit, mean and upper limit expected values rather than point estimates for future developments under different climate policy assumptions and for different periods in time. Additionally, the experts were asked to provide these quantitative values before they were shown results from IAMs. Secondly, we used the method of ‘rephrasing with alternative wording’ (Martin et al., 2012; Morgan, 2014). Instead of asking the same questions multiple times with different wordings, we asked experts about two different metrics that are logically interconnected. In this study we chose to focus on (1) total installed capacity which contains information about technology stocks and growth, and (2) market share which contains information about the impact of a technology on the electricity system. We assumed that these metrics are alternative but complementary indicators to describe future technological change in the power sector.

In a later stage of the survey, the experts were confronted with a visual representation of the IAM outcome on the same set of metrics. As another means to test for consistency we asked the experts to assess the presented values by using verbal statements on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from “very low” to “very high” with three evenly distributed intermediate steps in between. Although Likert scale results cannot reflect the breadth of possible response in much depth, they were preferred over open-ended questions as they allowed for quick sampling. Moreover, the method yields standardised output which improves the comparability between experts and expert groups. Using verbal statements as a means of expressing a judgement can also allow for more intuitive responses than when asking for numbers, especially when intuition can be considered a more appropriate form of analysis (as may be the case for forward-looking analysis). Their use may be also more desirable over more quantitative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind, Solar, Nuclear, Biomass</td>
<td>Total installed capacity (GW)</td>
<td>Total amount of technology stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Share in total electricity production (%)</td>
<td>Contribution of a technology to the electricity mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>CO₂ capture rate (MtCO₂/yr)</td>
<td>Total capture capacity in the power sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Share in total electricity production (%)</td>
<td>Contribution of a technology to the electricity mix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
probability estimates which are more prone to errors or bias (O’Hagan et al., 2006). To avoid a forced
response, the survey also offered experts the option of opting out of any question. For all questions,
the experts could also provide (optional) comments to explain their reasoning (see Annex C in the
Supplementary materials for the elicitation protocol per technology group).

We distributed the survey online for experts to self-complete in their own time. Advantages of online
surveys include geographical flexibility, cost-effectiveness and the option for participants to take the
survey at any time and place of choice. However, a limitation of online surveys is that it is hard to know
whether the question was understood correctly by the experts, or whether the experts took shortcuts
to complete the survey faster, leading to less reliable responses or missing data (Baker et al., 2014). To
prevent this we carried out a pre-test with an expert in each technology domain to assess the clarity
of the questions, as well as to consider whether questions were being interpreted similarly across
various technology expert groups. The pre-tests provided confidence that experts had a good overall
understanding of the elicitation metrics shown in Table 3.

### 2.2.3 Overall structure of the survey

The surveys were carried out between September 2014 and June 2016. To open the elicitation, experts
were asked to rank the relative roles of various technologies by their importance (in terms of share in
total power supply by 2050). This question was asked to all experts, requiring them to also assess
technologies outside their specialist field of expertise. Results are presented and discussed in Section
3.1.

The elicitation groups were then guided through a two-step approach (see Annex C in the
Supplementary information for a visual representation), beginning with questions asking for
quantitative estimates (lower, mean and upper values) for the metrics shown in Table 3. Experts in
each elicitation group were asked to estimate each metric for the technology in their field of expertise
for both the near future (2030) and medium-term future (2050) under both Baseline and 2 Degrees
assumptions. In a second step, the elicitation groups were asked to qualitatively evaluate technology
projections provided by IAMs using the same metrics. Experts could evaluate the IAM values for the
near (2030) and medium-term (2050) future under Baseline and 2 Degrees assumptions as “very low”,
“low”, “reasonable”, “high” or “very high”. The results of this two-step approach are further discussed
in Section 3.2.

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Comparing power supply system projections

In the first part of the comparative analysis we focused on the relative contribution of specific energy
technologies to total electricity supply under Baseline and 2 Degrees policy assumptions by 2050. For
experts, ranking the energy technology’s contribution to future power supply was an explicit question.
For IAMs, a similar ranking was constructed by assigning ranks to the average relative contribution of
energy technologies to total power supply (with the largest relative contribution receiving the number
one ranked position, the second largest relative contribution the second ranked position, etc.). Results
are presented in Figure 1, plotting the mean and spread of expert rankings (y-axis, representing the
10th and 90th percentile of 39 responses) versus the mean and spread from IAM projections (x-axis,
representing the 10th and 90th percentile of 7 IAM outcomes). We have added a diagonal line to the
graph to represent the position in the plot where experts and IAMs are in consensus about the relative
position of an energy technology in a future power supply. A 1-point margin of difference is considered
as being broadly in agreement as well (dashed area in Figure 1).
Figure 1 - Mean ranking of energy technologies in the energy system in 2050 for both the experts and IAMs. Rank 1 represents the technology with the largest expected share in electricity supply by 2050, while rank 8 represents the lowest: reading left to right on the x-axis therefore goes from technologies with the smallest share to technologies with the largest shares. Ranges shown are the 10th and 90th percentile of the outcomes from 7 IAMs and 39 experts. The diagonal line indicates agreement; shaded area represents a range of max 1-point difference in rankings.

We find that the IAMs and experts are broadly in agreement about the role of different technologies under business-as-usual conditions in 2050 (Baseline, left panel of Figure 1). Both IAMs and experts expect fossil fuels to remain the dominant energy source, followed by renewable power sources (particularly wind). Some differences are found for the relative position of solar and nuclear power, showing experts' greater preference for solar power and IAMs' preference for nuclear power. Overall, the expert responses reach a wider range of results than IAMs, which appears to be independent of the scenario and to some degree the technology being considered (see also Annex D in the Supplementary information). This difference in perspective could be a reflection of IAMs adopting a more optimal techno-economic perspective, while experts are able to implicitly or explicitly incorporate, for example, socio-political considerations into their assessment.

Under stringent climate policy considerations (2 Degrees, right panel of Figure 1) a noticeable difference emerges between IAMs and expert rankings as data points move further away from the diagonal line representing consensus. This deviation is also noticeable among the experts and among the IAMs themselves (reflected by an increasing spread). IAMs tend to rank fossil + CCS, bioenergy + CCS and nuclear technologies in a higher position than experts whereas experts tend to give higher ranks for solar power (both photovoltaic (PV) and concentrated solar power (CSP)) and bioenergy. A major contrast between IAMs and experts is observed in the deployment of bioenergy, whose position directly relates to model preferences for bioenergy + CCS. This may be a reflection of our choice to focus on a standard (idealised) mitigation pathway, as the inclusion of other, non-idealised, mitigation pathways, such as available in AR5 (Clarke et al., 2014) (see Annex D) shows to shift the rank of some technologies in the assumed long-term solution strategy in IAMs (e.g. Fossil + CCS may be replaced with solar PV and bioenergy). Wind power is the main exception, showing an overall consensus between experts and IAMs on its relative position. This could be a result of the large experience base for large-scale wind energy deployment and the observed stable growth over decades.

3.2 Individual technology projections and evaluations
3.2.1 Direct elicitation methods

The experts were then asked next to focus on their technology of expertise and provide quantitative estimates for their short (2030) to medium (2050) term expectations for the metrics as presented in Table 3. In Figure 2 we depict the range of outcomes for the Baseline scenario and in Figure 3 for the 2 Degrees scenario. For comparison, we show elicited results together with IAM outcomes. Alongside this visual comparison of IAM and expert projections, we used a simple statistical test to assess the difference between the means of IAM and expert estimates. As the estimates in both the IAM and expert groups are not consistently normally distributed (based on Shapiro-Wilk normality test, see Annex D in the Supplementary information), we used the Wilcoxon rank sum test for comparing mean differences between the two groups. We used this difference testing mainly to draw out further insights on the magnitude of agreement or disagreement among estimates. Experts were also presented with the mean IAM results and asked to rate the values as “very low” to “very high” with three intermediate steps in between. This combination of quantitative estimates, Wilcoxon rank sum test results, and the qualitative rating exercise, allowed for a thorough comparison of IAM results with the views of the experts.

Figure 2 - Elicited indicators under Baseline assumptions per technology-specific expert group. The broader grey bars represent the breadth in IAM outcomes per technology, with the median value shown as a black line. The smaller coloured bars represent the breadth in expert outcome for their lower, mean and upper estimates, with the median value shown.
as a black line. The numbers (n) at the top show the number of elicitations per technology for the quantitative assessment.

Experts were free to provide estimates of the lower, mean and/or upper limits, or opt out. This resulted in different sample sizes than those shown in Table 2. The tables below each graph show the p-values of the Wilcoxon rank sum test: p-values <0.05 indicate statistically different means between experts and IAMs. The tables also show the average outcome of the qualitative rating exercise (Eval.) of IAM results: VLO = “Very Low”, LO = “Low”, OK = “Reasonable”, HI = “High”, VHI = “Very High” (see Annex F in the Supplementary information for details). Under Baseline assumptions no growth and diffusion of technologies such as Bio + CCS and CCS in general are taken into consideration. Some of the data has been cropped for overview purposes, full ranges can be found in Annex E of the Supplementary Information.

Under Baseline assumptions (see Figure 2), the experts reported overall higher (median) estimates for installed capacity than projected by IAMs, with nuclear power as an exception. This difference can be observed for both the 2030 and 2050 period. Particularly solar PV shows a substantially higher estimate in the expert projections compared to the IAM projections, with an approximately six-fold higher estimate for installed capacity in 2030 and a twenty-fold higher estimate in 2050 (assuming median values, see also Annex E in the Supplementary information). For the share of technologies in total electricity production, experts also assigned significantly greater roles to solar PV than IAMs. This is consistent with Figure 1. A similar pattern can be observed for wind power at a different level of magnitude. Over time the discrepancy between experts and IAMs diminishes gradually, as is also shown by the increasing p-values in Figure 2.

The experts projected more conservative values for installed capacity for nuclear power in the short-term, which may be a result of assumptions on the economics and likelihood of new construction in the light of the expected retirement of existing capital in the coming decade (World Nuclear Association, 2016). Nonetheless, as seen in the share of nuclear power in total electricity production, the experts assume widely diverging futures for nuclear power, ranging from ‘conservative’ to ‘ambitious’ perspectives. For biomass power generation the IAMs reproduce a similar result as observed in Figure 1, showing only limited contribution and growth for this technology, whereas experts are more optimistic for the near to medium-term future. In the Baseline scenario no growth or diffusion is considered for power sources combined with carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies.

Under 2 Degrees scenario assumptions, several differences between experts and IAMs are found, particularly for solar PV, Bio + CCS and Total CCS (see Figure 3). For solar PV, the growth and diffusion expectations are again significantly different for both the short and medium term, implying either a structural underestimation of solar power development by IAMs, or a systematic underestimation of the challenges of intermittency technologies by experts. For CCS deployment, experts consistently estimated lower values than IAMs. Although some CCS deployment is assumed to materialise in the power sector, we observe that experts are greatly divided about the extent to which this can occur. This may be partly explained by the lack of actual experience in the (commercial) application of CCS and Bio + CCS technologies in the power sector, as well as the large uncertainties surrounding the (joint) application of these technologies (Fuss et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2016). Experts mostly assume the application of CCS technologies linked to fossil-fuel based power plants by 2030, whereas IAMs consider a significant growth of Bio + CCS in 2050. Interestingly, the IAMs appear to be more-or-less in agreement on the depicted magnitude of CCS deployment (as indicated by the rather narrow grey band for this technology family in Figure 3).

We also found some areas of agreement between the estimates of experts and IAMs in a 2 Degrees scenario. This is clearly observed for wind power in the short-term, showing that IAM and expert estimates converge and reach greater agreement under 2 Degrees than depicted earlier under Baseline considerations (as shown by the p-value and the reasonable or "OK" evaluation for installed capacity). However, IAMs’ projected share of wind in power production is considerably lower than adopted by experts, which underscores a difference in the implied capacity factor between experts and IAMs. As the study considers technology “families” on a global scale, this difference may also be an outcome of
conflating expectations for (onshore and offshore) wind technologies and regional potentials. For bioelectricity we also observe that the estimates of experts and IAMs converge in a 2 Degrees scenario, implying that both agree that stringent climate policies can mobilise more large-scale application of biomass in power generation. This is confirmed in the open-ended comments where experts articulated that biomass co-firing can be very effective as it can be installed relatively quickly and retrofitted into existing capital. The experts, however, emphasised that this is only possible if explicit incentives are implemented that move biomass into power generation and away from other applications. Some limits to this alignment can be observed, as perspectives start to diverge again by 2050 (as indicated in the high or “HI” evaluation in Figure 3) which relates to the observed preference of IAMs to deploy bioenergy with CCS instead (Figure 1).

For nuclear power no significant or consistent difference can be observed between experts and IAMs. Both provide higher estimates in the 2 Degrees scenario than assumed under Baseline considerations over the short-term, underlining that both elicitation groups employ implicit near-term assumptions on newly planned capacity. Moreover, despite a greater tendency in IAMs to adopt nuclear energy in the electricity mix (Figure 1), the estimated shares in power production are considered relatively equal between experts and IAMs (as also indicated by a p-value > 0.8).
Figure 3 - Elicited indicators under 2 Degrees assumptions per technology-specific expert group. The broader grey bars represent the breadth in IAM outcomes per technology, with the median value shown as a black line. The smaller coloured bars represent the breadth in expert outcome for their lower, mean and upper estimates, with the median value shown as a black line. The numbers (n) at the top show the number of elicitations per technology for the quantitative assessment. Experts were free to provide estimates of the lower, mean and/or upper limits, or opt out. This resulted in different sample sizes than those shown in Table 2. The tables below each graph show the p-values of the Wilcoxon rank sum test: p-values <0.05 indicate statistically different means between experts and IAMs. The tables also show the average outcome of the qualitative rating exercise (Eval.) of IAM results: VLO = “Very Low”, LO = “Low”, OK = “Reasonable”, HI = “High”, VHI = “Very High” (see Annex F in the Supplementary information for details). Some of the data has been cropped for overview purposes, full ranges can be found in Annex E of the Supplementary Information.

3.2.2 Indirect elicitation methods

Experts were also asked to rate the mean (point) estimate of IAM projections for their field of expertise and the metrics as shown in Table 3 using verbal expressions ranging from “very high” to “very low”. Overall these ratings were found to be consistent with the direct elicitation outcomes, meaning that visually and statistically different estimates were subsequently evaluated as either (very) high or (very) low, and vice versa. Some exceptions can be found, which may be a result of including a broader spectrum of perspective in the indirect elicitation method (such as found for the Biomass elicitation group, representing a larger sample of experts than considered during the direct elicitation method, see Annex F in the Supplementary information), the demarcation of the assessment classes (in which the average score may sit between labels, such as the case for solar and wind power, see Annex F in the Supplementary information) and possible different interpretations of the verbal expressions among the experts in the rating exercise (O’Hagan et al., 2006). This sensitivity to context may particularly be observed for nuclear power and CCS technologies which could have elicited different patterns of response (intuitive response) than the more direct elicitation methods (analytical response).

4 Discussion

In this study we have identified areas in which IAM projections either compare or diverge in systematic ways from expert interpretations of future energy system change. In the following section we will discuss several aspects that are considered to be of importance to understanding the results.

An important aspect in interpreting the results is time. Both experts and IAM models are exposed to information on long-term historical trends (e.g. of the last thirty years) and short-term historical trends (e.g. of the last five years). However, IAM models are more dependent on long-term historical datasets than experts, as they use these datasets to draw out empirical patterns to build a perspective on the future. In order to account or correct for unforeseen developments over time, IAM models are continuously updated or calibrated, with some years between each modification cycle. During such an interval, IAM studies progressively build on ageing knowledge or model formulations, which particularly affect the (Baseline) representations of emerging technologies in IAMs. This becomes apparent when one looks at modelling efforts of a later date, such as published in Pietzcker et al. (2016), which show a higher use of renewable energy technologies than currently presented in this study. Surprisingly, although the issues and opportunities in system integration have been an active frontier for IAM development (see Pietzcker et al., 2016), these new projections still do not reach the deployment levels as estimated by the experts in this study. It may be argued that IAMs lack the necessary detail or resolution in representing technological progress (Creutzig et al., 2017; Geels et al., 2017; Metayer et al., 2015; Schwanitz, 2013). Or it may be that IAMs are less sensitive to volatile developments, preventing them from over-anchoring to incidental successes. Experts on the other hand, may be affected by short-term successes, as unprecedented growth rates year-on-year may reinforce the experts’ perceptions of higher possible future growth rates than considered in IAMs. We argue that wind and solar PV experts may be liable to overconfidence biases (observed to some degree in this study, see Annex D in the Supplementary materials), as both technology groups have seen higher
growth rates in recent years than on average over the last decade (see Global Wind Energy Council, 2015; IRENA, 2016). The continued fast growth in renewable energy technologies, a wave of interest in emerging technologies (Melton et al., 2016), and the continued absence of large-scale CCS demonstration projects are all considered salient developments for experts to convey different responses than those provided by IAMs.

A second aspect considered important in interpreting the results is the role of simplification in modelling and scenario analysis. In order to assess global developments over time in a consistent and structured framework, several necessary simplifications of complex real-world processes need to be adopted in IAMs. As a result, IAMs have limitations in their spatial, technological and temporal resolution which inherently compromise their system representativeness and their reflection of current trends and developments. It may be argued that models as a result do not accommodate the breadth of possible transition pathways to be considered under Baseline or 2 Degrees scenarios. Indeed, experts have articulated specific roles for technologies and policy measures in the comment boxes that had not been a part of this assessment (Figure 1). For example, decentralised power systems, geothermal energy or onshore and offshore wind technologies have been mentioned by the experts as important elements in a decarbonisation strategy, but these technologies were not consistently or explicitly represented in the participating IAMs at that time (and therefore not included into the analysis). As IAMs can only depict decarbonisation strategies that are included in the (technology) portfolio, this may have led to an analytical gap between IAMs and experts. Secondly, the 2 Degrees scenario reflects an idealised best-case scenario with immediate global action in the IAM interpretation. Although narrative simplicity provided advantages to both IAMs and experts, it also carried some vulnerability into the representability and interpretability of the results. Particularly if one considers that the conditions in our current 2 Degrees formulation are not expected to arise in the real world (e.g. immediate global action), this may have posed challenges for experts to imagine technology developments along a similar trajectory. To test the sensitivity of our analysis to the choice of a scenario, we compared the same expert estimates to the outcomes of other (non-idealised) scenario storylines as given in the IPCC’s AR5 Scenario Database (IPCC, 2014). As illustrated in Annex D of the Supplementary information, non-idealised mitigation scenarios appear to show IAM estimates that are closer aligned to the expert expectations for both the ranking (as can be deducted from the central nodes moving towards the diagonal line in Figure D2 of Annex D) as the quantitative projection exercise (particularly showing for solar PV in Figure D4 in Annex D). However, an exception is observed for bioenergy with CCS, which maintains its deviating position under a wide variety of scenario narratives, underscoring again the structural difference in perspective between IAMs and experts for this technology.

A third aspect considered important in interpreting the results is the considered range of result and associated uncertainty. In order to focus on the robust patterns, we have compared the median estimates of IAMs and experts in this study and used the range of outcome as a measure of agreement among the different elicitation groups. In light of the discussions in scenario literature on the differences in needed mitigation efforts between a 1.5 °C and 2 °C objective, it would have been interesting to have also confronted experts with the high estimates of both the IAM and expert projections. Future work could therefore extent the current analysis by confronting the same set of experts with the broader range of outcomes. Such a procedure would bring different sources of knowledge together to reflect on the different outcomes, yielding further insights on the assumed context, depicted magnitudes and the implications of such development over time. This may be particularly relevant in areas for which experts and IAMs have structural differences in perspective. For example, experts articulated an explicit need for policy to move biomass into power generation and away from liquid fuel production in order to reach the levels of deployment as presented in this study. Interestingly, Calvin et al. (2013) found that most of the scrutinised IAMs in this study dedicate a larger share of biomass resources to liquid fuel production than to power generation, implying an substantial increase in the use of bioenergy in both sectors. These differences in scale and perspective
underline a more structural disagreement between IAMs and experts on the availability and economics
of mitigation alternatives in the liquids and electricity production sectors, which ideally would need to
be further discussed in future work.

5 Conclusion

In this study we have used the outcomes of IAMs and the estimates of experts to systematically
compare two forward-looking perspectives on future technology deployment. We examine projections
by 7 IAMs and 39 experts divided over 5 technology families under two different climate policy
scenarios for the near (2030) and medium (2050) term. Our main findings from this analysis are:

Experts and IAMs are broadly in agreement on the development of power system change and
technological diffusion over time under Baseline scenario assumptions
The study found agreement between experts and IAMs on the direction of system change under status-
quo (Baseline) conditions. Overall, the experts and IAMs consider fossil fuels the major power source
if climate policy is absent, with some contribution of renewable power sources. Despite agreement on
the direction of change, differences are observed in the estimated magnitudes for technology
deployment over time. Particularly expert estimates on renewable energy technologies are
systematically higher than those projected by IAMs.

Under 2 Degrees scenario assumptions the speed and direction of change in the power sector start
to diverge both within and between experts and IAMs
Under stringent climate policy assumptions the observed differences in estimated magnitudes of
technology deployment become smaller for some technologies. However, greater systematic
differences in the considered direction of change are observed between IAMs and experts. Overall,
experts assign a greater role to renewable energy sources in total power production by 2050,
particularly for solar PV, whereas IAMs are more likely to deploy nuclear power and thermal power
plants with carbon removal technologies. Moreover, experts assume a role for bioenergy in mitigation
strategies if deliberate choices are made to utilise this resource in power production, whereas IAMs
mostly consider the use of bioenergy if combined with carbon capture and storage technologies.
Deviations in the estimated magnitudes for these technologies can be partly attributed to different
expectations in the availability and economics of different mitigation options.

Contradictory insights between experts and IAMs highlight areas in need of further
(transdisciplinary) study
Although the future is inherently uncertain, by contrasting two different analytical methods in a single
comparative analysis, it allows to draw a level of reference while simultaneously evaluating the
assumed context, considered magnitudes and the implications of such development over time. The
current study described a more static analysis of the expectations of expert and IAMs on future change
by drawing insights from a single interaction, but future work could consider a more dynamic approach
to further unravel the assumed prerequisites and sensitivities in the estimates. A structural
confrontation of different analytical lenses may even be considered the desirable way forward in
future studies, particularly in those areas where contradictory insights have been observed between
experts and IAMs.
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